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Rafael Sabatini struggled for years as a writer before striking it big with his fabulous historical
fiction stories. His breakthrough, according to the elaborate introduction written by Gary
Hoppenstand, came with Scaramouche: A Romance of the French Revolution in 1921. Immediately
following this novel was Captain Blood: An Odyssey. These two books alone sealed Sabatinis
success with an audience hungry for adventure tales. Hoppenstand argues that Sabatinis fictional
endeavors fed an increasing appetite amongst low level industrial workers for stories that placed
the little guy against the vested interests (in this case, a wronged man turns pirate and fights back
against upper class nobles and landowners), but the story works just as well as an adventure story.
Penguin Classics has graciously reprinted Captain Blood for the modern reader, and deserves a
hearty round of applause for bringing this great yarn to our attention. The only thing Irishman Peter
Blood wants is to be left alone. A trained physician living in Bridgewater, England in the 17th
century, Blood spends his days healing the sick,...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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